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Abstract. The popular press often extolls packet networks as much more efficient than switched voice
networks in utilizing transmission lines. This impression is reinforced by the delays experienced on the
Internet and the famous graphs for traffic patterns through the major exchange points on the Internet,
which suggest that networks are running at full capacity. This paper shows the popular impression
is incorrect; data networks are very lightly utilized compared to the telephone network. Even the
backbones of the Internet are run at lower fractions (10% to 15%) of their capacity than the switched
voice network (which operates at over 30% of capacity on average). Private line networks are utilized
far less intensively (at 3% to 5%). Further, this situation is likely to persist. The low utilization of
data networks compared to voice phone networks is not a symptom of waste. It comes from different
patterns of use, lumpy capacity of transmission facilities, and the high growth rate of the industry.
1. Introduction
Announcements of new packet networks often lead to news stories claiming IP (Internet Protocol)
networks are faster and less expensive than traditional circuit-switched networks (cf. [Keller]). Usually
no explanation is offered for this claimed advantage of packet transmission. More technical presentations explain that old-style phone networks reserve two circuits (one in each direction) for a phone call,
even though almost all the time only one person is speaking, and that there are frequent pauses during
conversations when nothing is being transmitted. In contrast, packet networks transmit data only when
there is something to send, and thus it is plausible that they would use transmission capacity more efficiently. Vint Cerf, one of the “fathers of the Internet,” made the following comparison of packet versus
circuit switching (in the “Telecom Italia” presentation at [Cerf]):
Circuit (telephony) like reserving bicycle lanes from LA to NY!
Packet (Internet) like sharing of the highway among high speed cars.
That is an appealing analogy. However, it conceals a much more complicated picture. It appears
that today most companies are paying more for large file transfers over their private IP-based networks

than they would if they used modems over the public switched voice network. This is not an argument
for circuit-switched networks over packet ones, since there are other compelling arguments in favor of
IP networks (see the companion papers [Odlyzko1, Odlyzko2]). However, it does suggest the need for
a more careful investigation of just how data networks are used.
This paper studies average utilization levels of transmission lines in data networks, where the averages are over a full week. Surprisingly, although there is a huge literature on networks, such averages
appear to have been little studied, although they are critical to understanding the economics of data
networks. One minor reason for concentrating on transmission is that it is the easiest to measure,
since switching or routing capacity is notoriously hard to quantify. A much more important reason
is that transmission is the most expensive part in a data network. (We concentrate on long distance
transport only, and so do not take into account local networking costs, such as those of modems for
residential customers of ISPs, which are the bulk of the total cost of Internet services such as America
Online.) Typical corporate inter-LAN networks appear to spend around 45% of their operating expenses on transmission, 20% on equipment (depreciation and maintenance) and 35% on people. One
regional ISP reports spending 55% of operating funds on transmission and 15% on equipment. Similar
estimates that show the dominant role of transmission costs can be found in the cost model for ISPs
developed by Leida [Leida]. If data networks are intensively utilized, then we should find transmission
lines run at high fractions of their capacity. That is certainly a widespread view.
The impression that packet networks have high utilization levels of transmission and switching
facilities is reinforced by the delays observed on the Internet (the “World Wide Wait”) and the widely
publicized data on usage patterns. Figure 1 (based on Fig. 1.13 of [Ash]) shows the traffic on the U.S.
switched voice networks over a two-day period. It is peaked, as folks in Peoria do not like to call their
friends or business partners in Poughkeepsie at 3 am. Thus there are long periods when that network
is largely idle. During the two days shown in Fig. 1, the average traffic was about 40% of the peak.
On the other hand, Fig. 2 shows traffic through the PacBell NAP (Network Access Point), a major
exchange point on the Internet, during October 26 and 27, 1997. (Additional data for this NAP, as well
as other exchanges, is available through links provided at [CAIDA, NLANR].) This NAP was running
full blast almost around the clock. As a fraction of the peak rate observed during those two days, the
average throughput was 84% on Monday and 80% on Sunday.
The perception of intensive use even of corporate networks is reflected in frequently heard comments about 70% utilization levels of private lines. These comments are often made without qualification, as if they reflected long-term averages. More experienced people make more precise statements.
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For example, Fred Baker of Cisco reports (private communication) that “corporate customers commonly claim their inter-site WAN links are used at 70% of capacity during peak periods.” Brett Leida
[Leida] has a model for the load on a typical T1 line from a corporate customer to the Internet which
has the peak period load at 70% for several hours each business day, and average load of 34%. Leida
obtained his information from members of the MIT Internet Telephony Consortium, which includes
many established communications industry players.
This paper presents extensive evidence that average utilization levels are far lower than generally
supposed. While the long distance circuit switched voice network has average utilization of about 33%,
the Internet backbone links appear to have average utilizations closer to 10% to 15%, and corporate
long-haul links (which is where the bulk of data transport capacity is) have utilizations in the 3% to 5%
range. A better analogy than Vint Cerf's might be:
Circuit (telephony) like a lane from LA to NY that is full of well-behaved bicyclists.

Packet (Internet) like sharing of the highway among high speed cars, but with frequent
construction detours.

Packet (corporate Intranet) like sharing of a 100-lane highway among a few high speed
cars.
At first sight it seems that it should be simple to determine average utilization levels. That is not
so, though, since, for privacy reasons, carriers such as AT&T do not monitor how the private lines
they lease to customers are used. Individual customers in many cases do not measure their own usage.
When they do measure it, they often do not obtain average utilization levels. Even those statistics that
are collected are usually regarded as confidential. Thus it is hard to obtain solid estimates, and it is
necessary to resort to limited sampling and circumstantial evidence.
The corporate managers who report 70% utilization levels are correct. Their networks do generate
such figures, but they are usually misinterpreted. Given the way statistics are collected in many systems,
the 70% figure may not even refer to the busy hour over a week, but the busiest 5 minutes over a period
of months. Further, it typically applies to only a few links in a system.
Of the various people that I have talked to, the ones who accepted my claims of low utilization
levels most readily were designers of private line networks. They are not used to considering utilization
rates averaged over a full week. However, once I explained to them that this is what I was after, they
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typically did a quick mental calculation and said “Of course, this is obvious because of [factors that
will be discussed in Section 8 of this paper]. However, such long-term averages are irrelevant.”
Low average utilization levels are indeed irrelevant to designers of private line networks. These
designers have to provide levels of service specified by their customers at minimal cost, and long-run
averages do not matter to them. However, as is shown in Section 9 below and in the companion papers
[Odlyzko1, Odlyzko2], average utilization rates are important for understanding such important questions as the profitability of the ISP business, the prospects for packet telephony, and general evolution
of data networks, in particular prospects for Quality of Service.
As a sample of the kinds of arguments that can be based on the data in this paper, consider Fig.
4, which shows the usage profile for a corporate 128 Kbps dedicated connection to the Internet. This
business uses the Internet both for general connectivity, and also to transmit data between different
locations. The average utilization is about 3%, fairly typical for such links. This business could clearly
receive all its data on a 56 Kbps link at a cost of suffering delays of at most minutes, and possibly
only seconds, in its communications. If email were all that was being transmitted, that would surely
be acceptable, and a 56 Kbps link is all that would be in place. That this business pays for a 128
Kbps connection shows that it values the ability to occasionally send or receive data at high rates. The
high speed bursts are extremely infrequent, though, and seldom do several collide to saturate the link.
Therefore Quality of Service measures would not be of much help. Further, even if 90% of the traffic
on this link were frivolous personal usage (stock quotes, cartoons, and so on), banning it would not
provide significantly better performance for the high priority applications that justify the cost of the
link. When the high priority traffic starts up, it almost always gets the full bandwidth of the link in any
case. Note that these arguments would not apply if the link were routinely used at 70% of capacity
during business hours, as is commonly believed. In heavy utilization conditions, either Quality of
Service measures or banning non-essential traffic would provide better service for the mission-critical
applications. That average utilizations on data networks are low shows what kind of connections are
desired by customers, and how highly they are valued. In particular, the low utilization rates do throw
serious doubt on the advisability of many Quality of Service approaches [Odlyzko1, Odlyzko2], which
appear to be motivated by the assumption that networks are heavily congested.
Low utilization rates lead to great opportunities for higher quality or less expensive service from
aggregation of traffic. If two business customers have 128 Kbps lines that are used at 70% of capacity
during the peak business hours, relatively little can be gained by combining their traffic streams. One
would still need 256 Kbps of capacity. On the other hand, if they both behave like the business of Fig. 4,
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aggregating their traffic on a 192 Kbps circuit would give each one the perception of having a dedicated
192 Kbps link. On larger scales, with more customers involved, the benefits are much greater, and they
underlie the economics of public networks.
Section 8 presents quantitative analyses of the reasons for low average utilization rates of data
networks, and argues that such rates will persist. The companion paper [Odlyzko1] suggests some ways
to increase those utilization rates to some extent. However, it is unlikely that data network utilization
rates will ever approach those of the switched voice network. The key point is that low utilization
may be technologically inefficient, but it may often be economically efficient when the total system
cost is considered. If a newspaper doubles the capacity of the private line between its editorial offices
and the printing plant, the utilization rate will drop in half. However, the staff may gain an extra half
hour to work on the edition before it goes to press, the half hour that is cut from the transmission time
of the electronic layout. Whether that is worthwhile or not has to be decided by the managers of the
business, and the utilization rate is irrelevant. When we see companies routinely paying for lightly
utilized networks, we can conclude that they do value the ability to send data in high speed bursts, and
that should guide us in the design and operation of networks.
This paper documents the low utilization levels of data networks mentioned above (and summarized
in Table 1). It is likely that some people in the communications industry understand this already. For
example, given the aggregate size of private line networks (see [CoffmanO]), the only way that the
MCI prediction (see Vint Cerf's presentations at [Cerf]) of data traffic overtaking voice traffic around
the year 2002 can be correct is if private line networks are extremely lightly utilized.
Sections 2 and 3 discuss what networks are to be measured, and the units of measurement. Section
4 presents data about switched voice networks, to serve as a benchmark in comparing various data
networks. Section 5 discusses the backbones of the public Internet (i.e., those backbones that are
accessible to general users). Section 6 presents data about some research networks. Section 7 is devoted
to evidence about utilization of private line networks. Section 8 discusses the reasons that data networks
are likely to stay underutilized. Finally, Section 9 closes with some comments and conclusions.
2. What is to be measured, and why
The focus of this paper is on long-term average utilization of long-haul lines in the data and voice
networks, the DS0, T1, T3, OC3, and similar lines that customers such as ISPs lease from telecommunications carriers. (Some carriers, such as AT&T, MCI, and WorldCom, both own such lines and
use them to offer Internet services to their own customers, and also lease such lines to other carriers.)
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Corporations building private line networks and the majority of ISPs depend on such leased lines, and
it is the economics of this business that I wish to explore. I will not deal with the utilization of the fiber
network that is used to provide these provisioned T1, T3, and other circuits (a fascinating subject in its
own right).
I will consider only U.S. data networks, although there will be some data about international links
and institutions. The U.S. not only accounts for more than half of the traffic, but it also has much
lower transmission costs [ITU, GMLCOBRS]. Therefore its data network behavior is likely to foreshadow what will be seen in other countries in the near future, as they expand their telecommunications
infrastructure and reduce prices.
Only long distance links will be considered. For the voice phone network this will mean not looking
at utilization of access links, such as the copper wire from a house to the nearest central office or the
links from the central office to long distance switches. For data networks, LANs (Local Area Networks)
will also not be considered in detail. They are an important part of the picture, and are discussed at
some length in [Odlyzko1], but in this paper they will be mentioned only briefly.
The main reason for not considering local links is that their utilization patterns differ substantially
from those of long-haul facilities. It is widely recognized that LAN utilization is extremely low. Few
people appreciate just how low it is. There are no comprehensive statistics, but we will cite as one
example the University of Toronto network [Toronto]. The main reason for selecting this academic
institution is that its network is unusually well instrumented, with statistics collected for all important
segments, and displayed with the MRTG program of Oetiker and Rand [MRTG]. Toronto is not profligate with network resources, as its Internet link is unusually congested (as will be discussed later),
and so are many of its internal WAN links. Still, the average utilization of its 173 Ethernets, during the
week ending at 4 pm on Sunday, March 8, 1998, was 1.1%. Only 24 Ethernets had average utilization
levels over 2% during that week. Graphs do show occasional spikes in usage (the reason for having
all that bandwidth), but they tend to be short. Even if we take the maximal utilization level for each
Ethernet during any 30-minute period over that week, and average it over the 173 Ethernets, we find it
is only 8.7%.
The graphs of network usage that are included in this paper are typically for Sunday and Monday.
The reason is to show the different time of day and day of the week patterns of traffic loads on various
networks. The implications of the similarities and differences in such patterns are be explored at greater
length in [Odlyzko1, Odlyzko2].
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3. Conversion factors
It will be convenient to state some conversion factors between different units and between the
bandwidth of a connection and the traffic carried by that connection.
Voice on the phone network is carried in digitized form at 64,000 bits per second. We will be using
the computer industry notation in which Kbps = kilobit per second, 1024 bits per second. To keep the
presentation simple, we will say that each channel takes 64 Kbps. The inaccuracy this will introduce is
minor.
Each voice call occupies two channels, one in each direction, so takes up 128 Kbps of network
bandwidth. Thus one minute of a voice call takes 60*128*1024 bits, or 960 KB (kilobytes). Rounding
this off, we get
1 minute of switched voice traffic 



MB.

(Compression can reduce that to a much smaller figure, and is used to some extent on high-cost international circuits, as well as on some corporate private line networks. As far as the network is concerned,
though, it is carrying 1 MB of digital data for each minute of a voice call.)
A T3 (or DS3) line operates at 45 Mbps in each direction, so that if it were fully loaded, it would
carry 90 Mbps. Over a full month of 30 days, that comes to 29 TB (terabytes,



bytes). We will say

that


full capacity of a T3 link 

TB/month.

A T1 line (1.5 Mbps) is 1/28-th of a T3, and we will say that
full capacity of a T1 link 



TB/month.

4. Switched voice networks
It is interesting to not only estimate utilization levels of various data networks, but also to compare
them with the circuit switched network. The book [Keshav] is an excellent source that contrasts the
technologies involved in these types of networks. However, no comprehensive description of how they
are used appears to exist.
Figure 1 shows the typical traffic pattern on U.S. switched voice networks. It is derived from Fig.
1.13 of [Ash]. This graph aggregates all the phone calls over the four time zones of the continental
U.S., as well as the comparatively small number of calls to Hawaii, Alaska, and other places. (For
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more data, including calling patterns in smaller regions, see [Ash].) Voice networks, such as that of
AT&T, are engineered to provide a low-cost solution to all normal demands. This means that many
calls may get blocked in cases of an earthquake, say, but even peak hour demands during the busiest
days, such as Mother's Day or the Monday after Thanksgiving, are accommodated. For example, to cite
a small sample of the data in [Ash], on Monday, Dec. 2, 1991, which was the busiest day for the AT&T
network until then, of 157.5 million calls, only 228 were blocked on intercity connections. In spite of
this, the average utilization of long distance links in the switched voice network is close to 33%, as is
explained in [CoffmanO], based on data from [Ash]. This efficiency comes from careful engineering
(using techniques such as RTNR, Real Time Network Routing [Ash], that route calls between New
York City and Philadelphia through Chicago when spare capacity is available on those routes), from
the smoother and more predictable nature of voice traffic in general, and the predictable growth in
demand for voice services. An important contributor to the high average utilization of voice networks
is the sharing of this network among several classes of users with different calling patters, a point
explored at greater length in [Odlyzko1, Odlyzko2].
Average utilizations are far lower if one considers the entire telecommunicationis network. There
are extensive circuits that exist to provide service in case of fiber cuts and similar outages. These
circuits have large capacity, but they are used to protect data circuits as well as voice lines, and are
outside the scope of this paper.
5. The public Internet
The Internet is slow, as anyone who surfs the Web can attest. However, it has proved impossible
so far to produce a simple description of where the problems lie. (For the most thorough statistical
study of Internet performance currently available, see [Paxson].) Many of the problems are with the
servers. However, the general impression is that the backbones are seriously congested. This view
is supported by studies of comparative backbone performance, which do show substantial differences
in performance among different ISPs. This view is also strengthened by data such as that of Fig. 2,
showing traffic through a major public exchange point on the Internet. The flat service profile seen
there is characteristic of demand exceeding supply. Similar flat service profiles are seen in the data
for other public exchange points (available through [CAIDA, NLANR]), as well as for some other
congested networks (see Fig. 8 later, which shows saturation on the link from the U.S. to Switzerland
between 9 in the morning and 7 in the evening, Swiss time). There are reports of packet loss rates of
over 30% during peak periods when transiting the NAPs and MAEs, although there is disagreements
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as to whether these losses are caused by packets being dropped at these transit points, or delays at
those points causing timeouts in various TCP implementations. Traffic patterns on large backbone
links appear to follow the same flat pattern suggestive of saturation, as is shown in Fig. 3 (based on
data from [ThompsonMW]).
While the data cited above does suggest extreme congestion, some of it raises questions. For
example, the traffic profile on the MCI OC3 link of Fig. 3 is flat, but the average traffic (averaged
over the full week of August 24 to 30, 1997, including data not shown in Fig. 3, but presented in
[ThompsonMW]) is 30.0 Mbps in one direction and 32.7 in the other. Since an OC3 has capacity of
155 Mbps in each direction, the average utilization of this link is only 20%! Even if one looks at the
5-minute averages, the highest seen on this OC3 link during the week covered by [ThompsonMW] is
60.3 Mbps, less than 40% of capacity. (For the trans-Atlantic T3 link in [ThompsonMW], average
utilization is about 42% for the U.K to U.S. direction, and 56% the other way, with many 5-minute
averages showing saturation of the eastward link.)
Kerry Coffman and I have studied the publicly available information about Internet backbones
[CoffmanO]. Our estimate was that at the end of 1997, the traffic through these backbones totaled
between 2,500 and 4,000 TB/month, and that the effective bandwidth was around 75 Gbps, which
gives average utilization of between 10% and 16%. (Effective bandwidth was computed by adding up
the capacity of the backbone links, which came to 2,100 T3 equivalents, and dividing by 2.5, to account
for a typical packet traversing 2.5 backbone links between source and destination.)
There are many uncertainties about the estimates in [CoffmanO]. However, they appear to be
in the right range, based on feedback from various sources in the industry. They also appear to fit
estimates made for some networks separately. For MCI, their publicly declared traffic of 170 TB/week
at the end of 1997, together with the estimate of a backbone of about 400 T3 equivalents, produces an
average utilization estimate of 15% (again assuming 2.5 backbone hops per packet). (The MCI Internet
transport is provided by their ATM network, so I am taking some liberties in interpreting it as if it were
a routed network of point-to-point circuits.)
From the data in [CoffmanO], it appears that average utilization of Internet backbones has decreased
between the middle of 1996 and the end of 1997. This is consistent with reports that national backbones
have become less of a problem and are providing high quality service on their networks with low
latencies, low jitter, and low packet loss rates. This may have been a result of ISPs deliberately trying to
provide better service. They may also have overestimated traffic demand and overbuilt their networks,
since Internet traffic grew much faster in 1996 than in 1997 [CoffmanO]. They may also be preparing
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for much greater traffic in the near future, with the development of new applications such as packet
telephony, and a large scale shift of private line traffic to the Internet. Some of this buildup may also
be caused by many more ISPs building national backbones, and moving to high speed links in order to
meet competitive pressures.
6. Research networks
The previous section discussed the public Internet, namely those parts of the Internet accessible to
general users. We next look at a mixed case, namely the Internet as it was transitioning from a research
network to a commercial enterprise, and then at some past and current research networks.
NSFNet provided the Internet backbone until the phasing out of that program in April 1995.
Hearsay suggests, but there do not seem to be any firm statistics to substantiate this, that through
the end of 1994 NSFNet was carrying almost all of the non-military backbone traffic. (Carriers such as
UUNet, PSINet, and BBN started to build new private backbones and expand existing ones at that time.
There were also restricted research networks in existence then, but they appear to have been smaller,
and access to them was much more restricted than to NSFNet, which was already carrying much commercial traffic.) Statistics on NSFNet's performance are available at [NSFNet]. They show that at the
end of 1994, the 19 T3s in the NSFNet backbone were operating at about 5% average utilization. The
T3s replaced T1s completely by the end of 1992, and given the 100% annual growth rates of NSFNet
traffic, they must have been utilized at about 1% of capacity initially.
A more representative view of NSFNet's operation is probably that presented in the study [ClaffyPB],
based on the NSFNet's T1 backbone in May 1992. This appears to be the only careful study of utilization patterns on NSFNet (and the only study of this kind since the work of Kleinrock and Naylor
[KleinrockN] on ARPANet, the precursor of NSFNet, two decades earlier). The average utilization rate
of all the T1s was 15.5% during the week of May 10-17, 1992. The maximum 15-minute average load
on the entire T1 network was 27.1%. Considering single links separately, the highest weekly average
utilization rate was 35%, and the highest 15-minute average load was 89%.
The [ClaffyPB] study was carried out on the T1 network while NSFNet was transitioning from T1s
to T3s. The statistics in [ClaffyPB], when compared to those for the entire NSFNet at [NSFNet] show
that the T1s carried about a third of the NSFNet backbone traffic in May 1992. Given the growth in
traffic on NSFNet, it appears that the load on just the T1s in May 1992 was comparable to that on the
entire NSFNet towards the end of 1990, which is when the whole network consisted just of T1s. Thus
it seems that an average utilization rate of around 15% was regarded as tolerable, but that higher rates
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would have produced inadequate performance in that environment.
Finally, we consider a modern experimental network. When NSFNet was privatized in 1995, NSF
established the vBNS network for research projects in high performance communications. It appears
to have the largest capacity among research networks, with OC12 bandwidth on most connections,
and total bandwidth of all links around 250 T3 equivalents. In comparison, there were about 2,100
T3 equivalents in all the commercial Internet backbones at the end of 1997, while the NSFNet backbone had only 19 T3s in 1994, and several corporate private line networks have over 20 T3s today.
vBNS does provide excellent performance, with round trip times between East and West coasts of 70
milliseconds. That latency is sufficient for all voice and video applications that are being developed,
provided it can be obtained on a sustained basis. (The speed of light through fiber puts a lower bound
of 40 milliseconds on such round trip times. Thus there is little point in dreaming up applications that
require smaller latencies. Laws of nature have to be obeyed!) vBNS appears to provide such latency
consistently. On many days, the maximal round trip time recorded is under 100 milliseconds. (For details on testing and performance of vBNS, see the paper [MillerTW] and the statistics on the Web page
[VBNS].) What vBNS has not established yet is whether the excellent performance it provides can be
scaled to larger and more heavily utilized networks. (The traffic on vBNS is not typical of the public
Internet, and in particular has many fewer distinct flows, which helps the underlying ATM network
provide good service.)
vBNS is lighty utilized, although traffic is growing, with more institutions joining. All traffic goes
through the ATM interfaces to Cisco routers, which in early 1998 were all of OC3 speeds, 155 Mbps.
During the week ending on May 10, 1998, the highest weekly average utilization was in Chicago
(12.8% incoming and 24.0% outgoing). The average over the 16 interfaces was 4.5% for incoming
and 5.6% for outgoing traffic. (On vBNS, as well as on other networks, incoming and outgoing traffic
volumes do not have to be equal, since multicasting is a large factor.) Since these are OC3 interfaces to
an OC12 network, it appears that if the average packet took the equivalent of two hops on the backbone
(this is a bit of stretch, first because of multicasting, and second because vBNS traffic is carried by the
MCI ATM network, but we can imagine how the network would run if it went through routers), then
the average utilization rate of the links was under 3%.
7. Private line networks
Little has been published about utilization of private lines, even though they form the bulk of the
long distance data networking “cloud,” as is shown in [CoffmanO]. Existing sources that do mention
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utilization rates explicitly tend to claim that these rates are high. For example, as was mentioned
in the Introduction, [Leida] estimates that dedicated business connections to the Internet are run at
34% of capacity. Some passages in [TeleGeography] imply that at least for international private lines,
utilization is very high. On the other hand, there are also some indications that corporate data networks
are lightly utilized. For example, the article [Roberts] reports that the network of GMAC Mortgages
had less than 5% utilization even during peak periods (although this was supposed to be a temporary
condition). Several other articles in magazines such as Data Communications or Network Computing
mention successful implementations of IP telephony over private line or Frame Relay networks that
were lightly utilized. Thus it appears from these publications that uncongested networks might not be
uncommon. This section shows that uncongested networks are not only uncommon, but are the rule.
Most of the evidence for low utilization of data networks that I have collected has come from
network managers that wish to identify neither themselves nor their employers. The main exception is
Bill Woodcock of Zocalo, a regional ISP based on the West Coast, who provided extensive statistics on
dedicated business lines to the Zocalo network for several months in the fall of 1997. Table 2 shows
the utilization rates for all such lines coming in to one particular Zocalo Point of Presence (PoP) in
Northern California during the week ending November 29, 1997. (To protect the privacy of Zocalo
customers and also Zocalo's competitive position, the exact location is not disclosed.) The bandwidthweighted average utilizations for the lines in Table 2 are 1.6% for receive and 1.2% for the transmit
sides.
It is very hard for a single set of statistics, such as that of Table 2, to represent fairly the complicated
picture of private line utilization. Zocalo data, as well as data from other service providers, shows
that there is one class of customers who consistenly use their dedicated Internet access lines at high
rates, namely ISPs. By aggregating traffic from many sources, they can obtain much higher average
utilizations. Dial ISPs (those which service residential dial-up customers) sometimes also overload
their lines, when they do not worry about providing high quality of service. Table 2 contains data for
just one dial ISP line (the last entry, with the heaviest T1 usage in this collection), and this particular
customer has an unusual configuration that leads to erratic usage patterns, typically heavier than that
for the week covered by that table. Fig. 6 shows the traffic pattern from another dial ISP with a 768
Kbps line. That ISP has average utilization rate of about 40%.
Additional data from Zocalo and other ISPs suggests that average utilizations for dedicated business
connections to the Internet are higher than those of Table 2 (even if one excludes ISP customers), closer
to 3% over a full week. However, there is tremendous variation.
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In addition to ISPs, there is at least one other class of customers who often have reasonably high
utilization rates, namely academic institutions. As an extreme example, consider Fig. 8. It shows the
traffic pattern on the trans-Atlantic 8 Mbps link from the SWITCH network that serves Swiss academic
and research institutions [Harms, SWITCH]. The direction from the U.S. to Switzerland is saturated for
many hours each day, and weekly utilization in March 1998 was about 50% for that side of the link, and
20% for the reverse direction. (Other SWITCH links, to European networks, are much less congested,
presumably reflecting lower costs. See [SWITCH].) Fig. 9 shows the traffic pattern for the University
of Toronto connection to the Internet, which in February 1998 had weekly average utilizations of 57%
for the receive and 45% for the transmit side. Such high utilizations in academic settings, which
are experienced by large populations of students and faculty, and which are also much more readily
available than corporate traffic statistics, may be contributing to the widespread impression of general
heavy utilization of private line networks. However, even in academia there are many examples of low
utilizations (even aside from experimental networks like vBNS, discussed in Section 6). For example,
Fig. 10 shows the traffic pattern on the T3 link to the Internet from Columbia University. There the
average weekly utilization is about 11% for the receive and about 9% for the transmit side. A similar
picture can be seen in the Princeton University statistics at [Princeton], whose two Internet links with
aggregate capacity of 31 Mbps had average utilizations in May 1998 of 13.4% on the incoming sides
and 6.2% on the outgoing sides. (It is worth emphasizing once more that low utilization rates are not
necessarily a symptom of waste. Given the pricing schedules for Internet access, it may very well be
less expensive for Columbia to have a lightly utilized T3 than several heavily loaded T1s. This point is
covered more extensively in Section 8.)
The relatively flat usage patterns of academic institutions such as those in figures 9 and 10 may
also be contributing to the impression that such patterns predominate among all data networks. However, most corporate networks show patterns such as those of figures 4 and 7, with most of the traffic
concentrated during the business day. Even the SWITCH network of Fig. 8 shows this pattern, either
because Swiss students and faculty have different habits than North American ones, or else because its
traffic is dominated by commercial research establishments. The implications of such patterns of use
are explored further in [Odlyzko1, Odlyzko2].
The main reason for discussing Internet links so extensively is that I was able to obtain extensive
collections of statistics on them. I have much less data about traditional private line networks. In
particular, some people claim that SNA networks (the traditional method for carrying mainframe traffic)
might have higher utilizations than IP networks, but so far I have no solid evidence of that. For IP
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networks, the evidence points to utilization rates in the 3-5% range. As an example, the large corporate
IP network profiled in Fig. 7 has average utilization of about 4% over a full week.
Most of the private line networks that I was able to obtain statistics for were actually composed of
Frame Relay links, probably because Frame Relay networks tend to be better instrumented. The Frame
Relay networks are semi-public, meaning that the traffic from many customers is carried on the same
network from a service provider like AT&T or MCI, but almost always connects sites within the same
organization. (Although some carriers are introducing SVCs, switched virtual circuits, almost all traffic
is currently carried on PVCs, permanent virtual circuits, which provide point-to-point connections
only.) The Frame Relay business is growing at about the same rate as the Internet, namely 100% per
year, and is doing that partially by cannibalizing traditional private line business. Customers pay for a
port to the network, which imposes an absolute limit on the rate at which they can send data into the
Frame Relay network, and for CIR (Committed Information Rate), which is the rate that the service
provider promises to carry successfully to the destination. (Bursts above the CIR may be discarded if
the network is congested.) Typical arrangements are that the CIR is half or a quarter of the port speed.
(For more details, and the advantages and disadvantages of Frame Relay services, see [Cavanagh].)
The average utilization of ports appears to be around 3%. The highest utilization I have seen was 12%.
It occurred in the very expensive international (multi-continental, even) network of Frame Relay links
for a large corporation, where there are strong incentives to utilize transmission capacity heavily, even
at the cost of quality of service.
Most of the hard evidence I have collected supports estimates of average utilization rates for private
line networks of around 3% or at most 4%. I am more comfortable making an estimate of 3-5% to
compensate for several factors. One is the the lack of knowledge of some networks, such as SNA
ones, which may be more heavily utilized. Another one is that although Frame Relay ports are utilized
only around 3% of their capacity, their much lower cost compared to traditional private lines, and
higher latency aparently often lead customers to use a port larger than the private line it replaces (see
[Cavanagh]). This suggests that leased lines might be utilized more heavily than Frame Relay ports.
So far I have presented arguments for low utilization rates for private lines based on measurements
for some networks and extrapolations from that to the entire data networking universe. Another strong
argument in favor of the estimate of low utilization rates for private lines comes from looking at the
total amount of data traffic. The bandwidth of all the private lines is large, comparable to that of the
voice network [CoffmanO]. If those lines were utilized much more heavily than the 3-5% rate estimated
above, there would be a huge amount of data traffic. However, most of the private lines are used by
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the large companies, those in the Fortune 500. Although their data traffic is growing explosively, it
is not all that large yet. Lew Platt, the CEO of Hewlett-Packard, stated in a Sept. 1997 press release
that the HP Intranet carried about 10 TB/month. (A similar statement by Platt a year earlier claimed 5
TB/month, showing that HP experienced the common 100% annual growth rate in their traffic.) Nortel
was carrying about 15 TB/month at the end of 1997, with growth rates of 80% for the previous three
years (private communication from Terry Curtis, who is in charge of Nortel networks). There are
several other corporations with networks about as large as HP's or Nortel's. The collective revenues
of the Fortune 500 are around $5,000 B, while those of HP are about $40 B, with Nortel (which is
not included in the Fortune 500 as it is a Canadian company) at $15 B. Extralopating from these and
other examples where I have estimates for total corporate traffic, it appears unlikely that there could be
more than 3,000 to 5,000 TB/month of traffic inside all corporations in the U.S.. However, that 3,000
to 5,000 TB/month estimate is exactly what one obtains by combining the 3-5% estimated utilization
rate of this paper with the bandwidth estimate for all private line networks of [CoffmanO].
Another argument for low utilization rates for private lines is based on pricing. This is discussed
at greater length in [Odlyzko1]. If private line utilization rates were high, costs of transporting data
over them would be very low, much lower than over the Internet or even over Frame Relay. However,
all communications industry sources agree that Frame Relay is usually less expensive than private line,
and that VPNs (Virtual Private Networks) over the public Internet are even less expensive.
8. Data networks will stay lightly utilized
Although higher utilizations than are prevalent today should be achievable (as is discussed in
[Odlyzko1, Odlyzko2]), it seems likely that data networks will continue to be utilized much less intensively than the switched voice network. Some of the inherent inefficiency of data networks comes
from their voice heritage. A phone call is given two symmetric channels, each of 64 Kbps. Although
normally only one person speaks at a time, it is the few moments when both do that are often most important in conveying information. Thus having a full channel for each person was a reasonable choice
when calls invariably meant voice calls and technology was not up to doing compression effectively.
As a result of that early decision, data lines are also symmetric. This leads to substantial inefficiencies
in a world where a data line connects two computers. This can be seen in Fig. 8. Clearly SWITCH
customers would be much better off if instead of having 8 Mbps of capacity in each direction across
the Atlantic, they had 12 Mbps going East and only 4 Mbps going West. Another example is that of
off-site emergency backup lines. Typically these are run at night, and carry data from a university or
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corporate site to some distant storage facility. The return path is almost never used, but crucial when
disaster strikes, and data has to be restored. In such a setting, a half-duplex link would be much more
efficient.
The inefficiency created by forced symmetry of data lines is less of a problem in large backbone
data networks like those of the Internet, where a mix of traffic sources produces a rough balance, but
it is still a problem. Noticeable imbalances can be seen even on large trunks, such as on the MCI OC3
Internet backbone link profiled in [ThompsonMW], where the patterns of traffic to the south and to
the north do differ. (The imbalance in the two directions is huge on the US-UK T3 link described in
[ThompsonMW]. This imbalance is attributed to most Web servers being located in the US.) However,
the inefficiencies resulting from such traffic imbalances are hard to eliminate.
Symmetry of data lines is probably a minor contributor to the overall inefficiency of data networks.
Much more important are the nature of data traffic and the extraordinarily high rates of change and
growth in the industry.
Data traffic is much burstier than voice traffic. During a peak hour, the U.S. voice networks carry
around two million simultaneous calls, with tens of thousands of calls being processed by a single
switch. Under those conditions, addition of one more call has a minor effect on the behavior of the
network. On the other hand, a single workstation can generate data traffic in the tens of megabits per
second, which is noticeable when most of the Internet backbone trunks are 45 Mbps or 155 Mbps. The
bursty nature of traffic on corporate data networks can be seen in Fig. 4, which was already discussed
in the Introduction. The traffic profile on the line pictured in Fig. 4 looks smoother when one considers
hourly averages, as is done in Fig. 6 of [Odlyzko1]. It is still very bursty, and one might think this
burstiness is caused by the low capacity of the line (128 Kbps). However, even high capacity lines do
not have smooth traffic profiles when one considers short time scales For example, Fig. 5 shows traffic
on an OC3 link in the MCI Internet service when averaged over 5-minute and one hour intervals. (This
is the same link for which hourly averages in the reverse direction are shown in Fig. 3, and the data
shown here are those in [ThompsonMW].)
Even when individual computers limit their data transfer speeds, the resulting traffic is not as nicely
behaved as voice traffic. It is now widely accepted that data traffic is self-similar [LelandTWW] (see
[FeldmannGWK] for latest results and more complete references). This means that as transfers from
many sources are aggregated, there is some smoothing, but much less than on the voice network. It
seems that there are fundamental limitations on the efficiency that can be achieved on data networks.
The work on self-similarity of data traffic shows that the usual procedure of looking at just 5-minute
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or 1-hour averages of traffic is not adequate to understand what goes on. One should study traffic on
millisecond time scales, but that is currently done only in a few experimental setups. Networks are
engineered based on cruder averages, and the usual rules one hears about in high quality networks are
of the form “a T1 link has to be upgraded if hourly averages exceed 50% of the capacity over more
than 5% of the business hours.” For Internet backbones, a common rule [Gareiss] is that “during peak
periods, an ISP should have at least 30 percent to 40 percent of spare bandwidth. The good news is that
most providers have 50 percent or more.” (Unfortunately there are many subtleties in defining spare
bandwidth, so it is hard to interpret these claims precisely.)
In corporate networks, data traffic is concentrated during regular business hours, as can be seen in
Fig. 7 (and figures 6 and 7 of [Odlyzko1]). The usual rule of thumb is that the busy hour carries about
one sixth of the day's traffic. Since there is very little weekend traffic, this means that the traffic carried
in a 168-hour week is equivalent to that carried over about 30 hours of running at peak hour utilization.
If average peak hour utilization were 50%, that would produce average utilization over the full week of
9%. This figure would go up to 12% if peak hour utilization of 70% could be tolerated.
A common rule among network managers appears to be to upgrade a T1 link when its peak hour
utilization exceeds 50% or 55%, and a T3 when its utilization exceeds 70%. Any large network typically has some links running close to these thresholds. As a result, managers usually overestimate
how heavily their networks are used and that may be one source for the common perception of 70%
utilization. (Network managers also appear to overestimate the utilization of their LANs, again because
they react to the “hot spots” that require action, and do pay less attention to the bulk of their facilities.)
Designers of private line networks usually estimate average utilization better than network managers do. The reason is that they tend to rely on design rules that specify peak hour utilization of 15%,
20%, or 30% (to quote some common figures that I have heard, which vary depending on expected
applications and link capacities). If the peak hour utilization is 20%, then in a corporate setting the
average weekly utilization will be under 4%.
Why would one plan for peak hour load of 20%, when even T1s commonly behave well with 50%
loads? Data traffic is not only bursty, but it grows much faster and in less predictable ways than voice
traffic. While the load on the switched voice network has been growing about 8% a year recently,
capacity of private line networks (and therefore presumably traffic on them) has been growing around
15% to 20% a year [CoffmanO]. The Internet appears to be growing about 100% a year now, and
has grown at that rate for at least a decade, with the exception of 1995 and 1996 when it appears to
have grown about 1,000% a year. Several corporations, such as HP and Nortel, both mentioned earlier,
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report that their internal IP traffic has been growing about 100% a year. Not only is that growth far more
rapid than in the switched network, but it typically is uneven inside a corporation, as new services are
deployed. Furthermore, installing new capacity is a slow process, with waits of up to a year reported
for private line T3s, and some orders lost or simply not filled. In this environment, where internal
customers are constantly screaming about their “mission-critical” applications requiring better service,
it is prudent to overprovision. If capacity is too high, that is just some extra money. If capacity turns
out to be too low, one can lose important business and get fired.
The natural tendency to build in adequate safety margins is aggrevated by the lumpy nature of
network capacity. What happens when a T1 becomes overloaded (which probably means its average
utilization over a week approaches 10%)? Typically a second T1 is put in. This reduces traffic load to
half of what is considered tolerable. Let us assume that traffic increases smoothly at 100% a year. Then,
after a year both T1s will be full. At that stage a third T1 will be put in, and after a further 7 months, a
fourth one. At the end of the second year all four T1s will be full. At that stage, however, usually a T3
will be put in and the T1s removed (unless there is need for redundant links for higher reliability). The
reason is that most routers currently cannot balance the load on more than four T1s. This requires a
replacement of four T1s operating at full load (i.e., 10% of capacity) by a single T3 operating at 1.4%
of capacity. After one year, the utilization level on that T3 will be up to 2.8%, after another year at
5.6%, and after yet another year, it will be time to put in a second T3. However, if we look at the entire
5-year period, starting with a single overloaded T1 and ending with a single overloaded T3, a simple
calculation shows the average utilization level (weighted by capacity) will be much less than the 10%
one might have expected, closer to 5%.
The extreme example above is caused partially by the deficiency of current routers. However, even
after this defect is eliminated (as it is supposed to be soon) a similar problem will exist in a form that is
only slightly milder. A T3 has traditionally cost about 8-10 times as much as a T1. (The recent shortage
of capacity appears to have pushed up T3 prices, but let us not take this into account, as this is likely
a temporary condition. Similar jumps in price by 8 or 10 are observed in going from 56 Kbps circuits
to T1s, presumably indicating the reduced costs of providing high capacity lines. See [FishburnO] for
data on private line prices and further discussion.) This means that one would not install (except for
redundancy reasons) more than 7 T1s. In practice, given the cancellation fees in terminating a T1,
as well as the lead time for installing T3s, one would probably never go to more than 6 T1s before
switching to a T3. However, when traffic from 6 T1s, each operating at 10% of capacity, is moved to
a T3, capacity utilization drops to 2%. The traffic profile for Columbia University, shown in Fig. 10,
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suggests that (at least for the two days shown there) it could be accomodated by 7 T1s. However, if
fractional T3 access is not available, then it is less expensive to have a mostly empty T3.
The voice phone network does not suffer from the lumpy capacity of data lines. Additional connections between 4E switches are added in T1 increments (24 voice lines), and since a 4E has tens of
thousands of lines, capacity is almost a continuous variable. However, there are other aspects in which
the voice network also has lumpy capacity inefficiencies (in switching, for example). Furthermore, the
small increments of transmission capacity in the voice network carry their own heavy burden, since
they make it impossible to lower costs by going for higher bandwidth pipes.
In less than a decade, NSFNet went from 56 Kbps circuits to T1 and then to T3 trunks. Such jumps
by factors of almost 30 in each case are large, and mean that the upgraded links will be underutilized
for a long time. This underutilization can be overcome to some extent by using fractional T1 and T3
connections (for example, the University of Waterloo went from 56 Kbps to 128 Kbps, to T1, and more
recently to 5 Mbps, [Waterloo]), but those are used less often than one might expect, if one judges by
the statistics in [VS], which show relatively few fractional T1 links. As we move above T3 speeds
to OC3, OC12, OC48, and OC192, gaps become smaller, making the likely underutilization from this
source less severe. It will still be present, though. When MCI upgraded their Internet backbone from
OC3 to OC12, their average utilizations must have dropped substantially. It is even conceivable that
not all the intermediate speeds on the OC hierarchy will be used. As was mentioned above, another
important factor appears to be at work that leads to low utilization rates. The marketplace appears to
favor constructing systems out of a few basic building blocks, even when those block sizes are not
ideal for the task at hand. LANs are increasingly dominated by 10 Mbps Ethernet, 100 Mbps Fast
Ethernet, and (just starting) 1,000 Mbps Gigabit Ethernet, with 10,000 Mbps Fast Gigabit Ethernet
under discussion already. Doesn' t this lead to massive mismatches in capacity? Shouldn't we have 4
Mbps and 16 Mbps devices? Well, we sort of did, with various Token Ring technologies, for example,
but they all seem to be fading, and the few flavors of Ethernet are taking over. Standardization on a few
speeds of a single protocol leads to increased efficiency in development and manufacture of devices
and software. It also simplifies the tasks of network managers. With only a few speeds to worry about,
their task of engineering their networks becomes easier, and they can manage the networks more easily.
Overengineering the LANs does waste bandwidth, but saves total system costs.
Similar trading of bandwidth for simplicity of operation is seen in long distance data networks. On
a recent day, the average utilizations of the 16 OC3 interfaces to vBNS varied by a factor of 20, and
peak 3-minute average utilizations varied by a factor of 40. Such behavior is not seen in the switched
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voice network.
Large jumps in capacity (such as going from 56 Kbps to 256 Kbps and then to 512 Kbps, and finally
to T1) also appear to fit well with the way our perceptual system works. Our eyes, ears, and other senses
respond on a logarithmic scale, and so a small jump in the speed of a connection is not perceived as
offering much of an advantage. Similarly, it usually takes a large jump in the speed of microprocessors
to persuade customers to upgrade. In light of this factor, it is understandable that even when service
providers offer a range of speeds with fine granularity, only a few choices, corresponding to a few
multiples of some basic speed, are actually used in large numbers. To select intermediate ranges and
keep upgrading them as traffic increases would require additional effort from network managers and
would not be appreciated by end users.
Network managers always have too much to do. Traffic typically doubles each year, and there are
new and unpredictable demands showing up constantly. Further, provision of additional capacity has
to fit in with the budget cycle. As a simple example, consider the utilization of Internet links at the
University of Toronto and Columbia (figures 9 and 10). Columbia provides a much less congested
link. One might easily guess this is because Columbia is richer. On the other hand, in dial-up services,
it is the Columbia modem pool that is consistenly saturated for most of the day, whereas that at the
University of Toronto hits capacity limits for only brief periods on a regular day. (See figures 3 and 4
in [Odlyzko1].) This inconsistency in provision of data services is likely caused not by relative wealth
of these schools, but by the budgetary and hardware cycles. The picture of data networking has to be
modified to take into account the dynamic element of the situation.
In the environment of rapid and only roughly predictable growth, maximal efficiency cannot be
attained, and simple solutions that work are at a premium. We have seen that in the examples above.
Bandwidth is substituted for the careful engineering that makes our voice network efficient. Since data
networking will continue its rapid growth, we can expect to see comparable evolution in the future.
Bottlenecks like the inability of routers to load-balance more than four T1s will be removed. However,
other problems will appear in their place. For the foreseeable future, the data networking scene is likely
to resemble the current one, with lots of lightly utilized capacity and a variety of bottlenecks.
The preference for using simple solution that can be made to work right away can be seen at other
levels of the networking scene as well. SONET rings waste at least 50% of their bandwidth to provide
protection against fiber cuts. A mesh-based solution would be more efficient, but presumably would
take too long to engineer. We also run IP over ATM, in spite of at least 20% overhead cost. At another
extreme, consider the fax. It is ubiquitous, although one might think that email should have made it
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obsolete. It also uses the network extremely inefficiently, typically transmitting just at 9.6 or 14.4 Kbps,
even though it uses 128 Kbps of bandwidth. Yet it thrives, since it provides a reliable service at low
cost, a service that can be used to reach more people than email, say. (And talking of inefficiencies,
how come we do not have 28.8 faxes? Also, how come files on the Web are seldom compressed,
aside from graphics, even though that would speed downloads?) Such inefficiencies would have been
unthinkable in the old voice telephony world, but they are common in the era of rapid growth. Even if
these inefficiencies are eliminated, others are likely to take their place.
Were a Martian asked to design a data network for us from scratch using our current technology,
we would surely not get what we have. However, a Martian would also have given us neither the NTSC
color TV system nor the DOS/Windows operating system.
9. Conclusions
This paper shows that data networks are utilized at low fractions of their capacity, considerably
lower than the switched voice network. The question is whether this matters.
For designers of private line networks, low average utilization is indeed irrelevant. Their task
is to find the most efficient way to provide the connectivity that their clients depend on within the
parameters they work in, namely leased lines for exclusive use of those clients. If customers want to
accomodate bursty data transmissions, concentrate their traffic during regular business hours, and be
free to suddenly generate increased traffic loads with new services, then utilization rates will stay low,
and are just part of the price that has to be paid.
On the other hand, from a more global perspective, low average utilizations are important. Here are
some examples of what they imply:
(a) With average peak utilizations under 15% on private line networks, there is room for squeezing
in packet telephony calls. (If the peak hour utilizations were consistently close to 70%, this would be
much more questionable.)
(b) Private line transport is very expensive, and corporations can save by switching over to VPNs
over the public Internet. (If average utilizations were high, this economic incentive would be absent, as
private lines would be much cheaper.)
(c) The corporate side of the ISP business is much more profitable than estimates such as that of
[Leida] show, since they generate much less backbone traffic.
(d) Aggregation of corporate traffic on the public Internet or the semi-public Frame Relay and
ATM networks promises much greater savings than would be the case for heavily utilized private line
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networks.
(e) There is less data traffic than is often estimated on the basis of the aggregate size of data networks (cf. [CoffmanO]).
These and other implications of low utilization rates of data networks (for example, for provision of
Quality of Service on the Internet) are considered at greater length in the companion paper [Odlyzko1]
and the overview paper [Odlyzko2].
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LANs

27

utilization
33%
15%
3-5%
1%

Table 2: Utilization levels (in percent of line capacity) on dedicated business customer lines to a segment of the Zocalo network during the week ending Nov. 29, 1997. Maximal figures refer to highest
hourly utilizations.
line rating ave. receive ave. transmit max. receive max. transmit
in Kbps
utilization
utilization
utilization
utilization
56
0.10
0.02
3.26
0.48
56
0.85
0.27
11.30
4.74
56
0.93
0.07
13.44
2.61
56
1.20
0.14
11.47
1.14
56
1.26
0.18
6.41
5.96
56
1.34
0.27
6.08
5.39
56
1.37
0.24
12.77
2.50
56
1.43
0.24
17.42
9.38
56
1.52
0.32
8.34
6.91
56
1.57
0.38
68.30
11.28
56
1.60
0.77
33.38
16.75
56
1.61
0.23
16.48
2.60
56
1.90
1.17
23.72
2.90
56
2.03
0.57
19.37
6.90
56
2.03
0.92
62.26
44.90
56
2.24
6.81
21.78
38.61
56
2.57
0.39
51.84
19.72
56
2.67
1.54
67.01
29.22
56
2.89
2.87
15.46
15.73
56
3.15
0.50
54.99
5.11
56
3.47
1.68
33.24
17.66
56
4.38
1.81
51.58
49.62
56
5.21
0.48
68.06
9.71
56
5.41
7.85
47.17
33.42
56
5.54
2.58
38.50
26.21
56
7.75
5.75
41.21
8.19
56
23.56
9.39
67.47
28.32
128
1.28
0.23
14.80
1.57
128
1.62
3.21
12.99
21.13
128
2.03
7.46
14.87
24.91
128
4.56
3.74
69.99
62.35
128
4.57
2.14
55.90
8.65
128
4.69
2.23
42.52
35.65
128
12.31
5.96
83.35
69.38
384
0.58
0.15
4.93
1.19
384
0.90
1.21
12.02
3.95
384
3.95
1.17
59.39
12.64
384
4.75
1.90
28.55
9.98
1536
0.05
0.02
0.49
0.72
1536
0.13
0.06
2.64
3.69
1536
0.23
0.11
2.43
1.44
1536
0.28
0.95
2.00
4.26
1536
0.33
0.09
2.58
2.29
1536
0.50
0.53
4.36
2.82
1536
5.73
4.7428
52.70
35.34
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Figure 1: Voice traffic on U.S. long distance networks.
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Figure 2: Traffic through the PacBell NAP, in megabits per second, on Oct. 26 and 27, 1997. Pacific
Standard Time, 1-hour traffic averages.
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Figure 3: Traffic to the south on an MCI OC3 Internet trunk on August 24 and 25, 1997. Hourly
averages, Eastern Standard Time. By permission of MCI.
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Figure 4: Utilization of a 128 Kbps dedicated business connection to the Internet during February 22
and 23, 1998. Only traffic from the ISP to the customer is shown. 5-minute averages.
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Figure 5: Traffic to the north on an MCI OC3 Internet trunk on August 24 and 25, 1997. Simple line
shows 5-minute averages, line with circles hourly averages. Eastern Standard Time. By permission of
MCI.
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Figure 6: Traffic to a dial ISP in early 1998, 15-minute averages.
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Figure 7: Average utilization of T3 links in a large corporate private line network. Hourly averages.
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Figure 8: Traffic on the 8 Mbps link between the U.S. and SWITCH, the Swiss academic and research
network, during February 1 and 2, 1998. Thin line is the traffic to Switzerland, line with circles traffic
to the U.S.. Swiss standard time. By permission of SWITCH.
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Figure 9: Utilization of University of Toronto's 8 Mbps link to the Internet, January 11 and 12, 1988.
Hourly averages, Eastern Standard Time. By permission of University of Toronto.

Columbia University Internet traffic
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Figure 10: Traffic on Columbia University's T3 link to the Internet, February 1 and 2, 1998. Thin line
is the traffic into Columbia, line with circles traffic to the Internet. Hourly averages, Eastern Standard
Time. By permission of Columbia University.
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